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An association of the Piíbram meteorite fall with the o Leonid meteor stream is suggested and discussed.The comparison of the orbital elements, and the application of the Southworth-Hawkins and Tisserandcriteria yield strong evidence in favour of a genuine association. On the other hand, it is difficult to reconcilethe-stream-membership with the cosmic-ray-exposure age of the meteorite àetermined by Staufer and Urey.Althoug.h the possibilitv of a chance associaiioniannot bi entirely ..È.t.à, tiie'..sults casi doubts on M"roo,,suggestion that chondritic meteorites have always been independeni and individual objects.
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The orbital elements of the piíbram meteorite have
been computed by Ceplecha (1961) from double-sta-
tion photographs; rhe accuracy of the determination
is considerably higher than for any other mereorite
fall yet observed.

A comparison with the orbits of photographic meteors

reveals a remarkable similarity to the o Leonid stream.
This stream \ryas recently recognized by Southworth
and Hawkins (1960) in their statistical analysis of a ran-
dom sample of 360 Super-Schmidt meteors, and is
peculiar in two respects. Firstly, it is the stream ofby far
the greatest popularion within the sample, incluàing
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Table I
The elements

Mean ortrit
of o Leonids

Meteor
No. 7135

Meteor
No. 7218

Meteorite
Piíbram

Average o Leo

- mean orbit
Piíbram

- mean orbit

a
e

i
{)
JÍ

2.43
4.670
2.2"

359.0'
250.8"

2.77
0.688
8.9"

19.1"
247.6'

2.58
0.682
4.9"

21.0"
257.4"

2.42
0.674

10.4'
t7'r"

258.7"

+ 0.62
+ 0.080
+ 5'4"
+23.0"
+17.3"

0.01
0.004
8.2"

18'1"
7.g"',

+
+
+
+

27 rnembers, or 7'5o.o cf the rvhole year's total and 40'ri)
of the meteors photographed in February and March.
None of the other newly-found st{eams includes more
than 9 members in the sampie, and even the rnost
abundantly represented maior stream of Geminids has
ontry 16 members. Secondly, the dispersion of the o'Leo-
nids, active frorn February tl'rrough May" is considerably
greater than for any other knor,vn stream. Southr,vorth
and Hawkins suggest that the stream is eertainly com-
posite and that an improved test may possibly separate
it into independ-ent parts. There is some resemL,lance
to the Taurid-Arietid complex, except that the separa-
tion into sub-streams is nct appaÍe11t, at ieast o11 the
basis of available data and criteria.

Table I presents the elements of the mean ílrbit
assigned to the rr Leoirictrs by Southworth and Hawkins,
the elements <lf two indiviciual o Lennid meteors of the
sample (Hanard trails Nos. 7135 and 7218) agreeing
best with the Piíbram meteorite, and the elements of the
Piíbram meteorite. The last two columns indicare the
mean deviations of the 27 photographic o Leonid"s from
the mean orbit in each eiement, and the corresponding
deviations of the Piíbra.m meteorite. It is seen that,
except for a moderate difference in inclination, all ele-
ments of the PÍíbrarn meteorite are nearer to the rnean
elements of the o' Leonids than the elements of a typical
recognized member of the strearn. The similarity of the
orbits is also evident from the adjoined figure rvhere
the projections of the orbits into the plane of the ecliptic
are clrawn.

In order to estimate the degree of reliability of a genuine
association between the meteorite and the sÍream v/e may
apply the Southworth-Itrawkins criterion

D(A, B) < 0.20
where

ID(A, B)12 : fe, - e,i, i- lqo - q_,f, ,-

[r.i, io - iof' 
sin r , ,;r, in [z ri., 

J]' 
" 

9'1' .l'"'* z l' y 2l-
f - .-.12
I tr,, - er) sin ,' ' , ''' 

II
This criterion is rather conventional, but its utility was
empirically established on known streams. For the rnajor
streams Southworth and Hau,kins finci an average value
of D :0'06, for the minor streams D - 0'17. For the
o Leonid stream they find D - A.29, a value exceeding
the limit adopted for genuine associations, however
there are serial associations below the level of D : 0.20
between individual members. As a matter of fact, the
D values referred to the mean orbit exceed 0.13 for all

27 o Leonid meteors and 0'20 for 70o/n of them, whereas
e. g. for the pair No. 7135 and No. 7218 shown in Table I,
D is as low as 0'10.

The computed values of D for each combination of or-
bits of Tab1e I are given in Table II*). It is evident that
the D-test is satisfied for each of the 6 combinations.
The PÍíbram meteorite deviates from the mean orbits
of the o Leonids much less than a typical member
of this stream. It is interesting to compare the diferences
witlí'those within the Taurid-Arietid complex, in which
all meteors are genuinely associated. One finds that
the differences between the Piíbram meteorite and the
trvo selected o Leonids are of about the same magnitude
as the differences within the separate branches of the
Taurid-Arietid complex, and much smaller than the
differences between the individual branches, They are
also approximately equal to the differences in the outer
regions of the Perseid stream and are lower than those

*) It must be Erointed out that the values in the second and
third line <1o not agree with those given b-v Southrvorth and
Hawkins (1960). The reason is that Southw'orth and Hawkins
list for each stream the orbital elements with rhe average values
of a and e , while for evaluating the criterion thel- take the ave-
rage value of q instead of that corresponding to the listed
values of a and e. Obviously, a combination of the aterages a,
ë, and o does not generally correspond to an,i- possible orbit.
If we adopt the average of two elements and adjust the remaining
one accordingly, we obtain a possible orbit, but even this
need not be an observable orbit, i. e. an orbit crossing the orbit
of the earth. A good example is the l Draconid stream for
which the mean elements a and e, listed bl' Southworth and
Hawkins, yield q : 1'471 It is not east- to decide which is the
best definition of a mean orbit, but it appears most reasonable
to determine a, e, and q from:

m, - , ,\;i"0.
a(l '2\

l'r#''-'ö-1
q-a(Í-e)

The principie of definition of the mean orbit is immaterial
in the case of compact major streams; it may, however, become
important for a stream of considerable internal dispersion,
like the o Leonids. Their elements taken from Table II of
Southworth and Hawkins and supplemented by the appro-
priate value of q are:

a - 2'43' e :0'670' a :0'802.
The mean elements used by them for evaluating the D-test
are

a -2'16, e -0'670, q :0714,
and the mean elements computed from the above three formu-
1ae:

a :2'77, e -0'667' q :0722.
The Southworth-Hawkins criterion for the pair Piíbram vs.
mean orbit yields D :0'17,0 19, and 0 19, respectivell', for
these three sets of elements.



within the Àndromedid stream. Judging from these
analogies, a genuine association of the bodies appears
to be beyond doubt.

Since the aphelia of the o Leonid orbits are not far
from the orbit of Jupiter, it
seems reasonable to assume
that the perturbing action of
this planet has been the main
source of the differences be-
tween their elements. In this
case the association of the
bodies should appear in an
approximately equal value of
the constant in the Jacobi's
integral for the restricted three-
body problem Sun-Jupiter-me-
teor. This may be checked by
the Tisserand criterion (1896):

c:1 +
a

.*
a.i'

a(l - e2) cos i
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Table II
The Southworth-Hawkins criterion

pair D

mean orbit -- average a Leonid
mean orbit - No. 7135
mean orbit - No. 7218
No.7135 - No. 7218
Piíbram - mean orbit
Piíbram - No. 7135
Piíbram * No. 7218

0.29 + 0'10
0.14
0.10
0.14
o-17
0.15
0.I0

2

where a, denotes the radius of
the orbit of Jupiter, assumed
circular. The resulting values
ofthe constant C which do not
appreciably differ from those
found for typical short-periodic
comets of Jupiter's family, are
given in Table III. The agree-
ment is again very satisfactory,
the discrepancies between the
Piíbram meteorite, the mean orbit and meteors Nos.
7135 and 7218 being much smaller than among indivi-
dual recognized members of the stream.

Table III
The Tisserand criterion

object C
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as a d Leonid, more typical than the majority of meteors
assigned to the stream by Southworth and Hawkins.
The close relation to orbits Nos. 7125 and72'/.8 suggests
that the evidence of an association with shower meteors
cannot be weakened by any separation of the streÍrm
into independent branches, based on future data.

This result is rather unexpected in the light of other
evidence. The PIíbram meteorite is a chondrite, and its
cosmic-ray-exposure age was estimated at 12 X 106

years by Stauffer and Urey (1962). This may be inter-
preted either as a collision age (Eberhardt and Hess,
1960) or as an erosion age (Whipple and Fireman, 1959);
however even in the former case it is definitely too much
for a meteor stream. Even for the considerable dispersion
of o Leonids the perturbation effects would make an age
three orders lower more acceptable. Also with regard

N0.

Fig. 1

to the erosion in extraterrestrial space the photographic
o Leonids may hardly have existed as independent
bodies for a period cornparable to the exposure age ofthe
Piíbram meteorite. There are four possible explanations
ofthis discrepancy.

(l) The exposure age is incorrect, because the source
of the He3 content is other than spallation by a persistent
cosmic-ray bombardment of constant intensity.

(2) The mass of the Piíbram meteorite was situated
so near to the surface ofthe parent body that it was not
shielded from cosmic rays for a long period before being
injected into the present orbit as an individual body.

(3) For a period in its earlier history the Piíbram
meteorite was an individual object which, in some process
of macro-accretion became a part of the parent body
of the o Leonid stream.

( ) The o Leonid stream originated in an orbit, which
by a curious chance coincided almost completely with

JI

average o Leonid
mean orbit
No.7135
No.7218
Pííbram

VERNAL EAUN1X

+0.64 + 0.09
+0'61
+0'56
+0.58
+0'60

Hence both orbital criteria indicate an obvious as-
sociation between the Piíbram meteorite and the o' Leo-
nid stream. A fainter meteor moving in the same orbit
as the Piibram meteorite would be undoubtedly classified
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the orbit of the Piibram meteorite, arrd is not generically
associated with it.

As there is no alternative explanation of the conside-
rable He3 content in the meteorite and also no appro-
priate accretion process known at present, explanations
(1) and (3) are hardly admissible. Explanation (2) is
possible in principle; however, in a body of the required
size that might give rise to the extensive stream of o
Leonids only a very small part of the total mass may form
the crust exposed to the cosmic-ray bombardment.
Eberhardt and Hess (1960) estimate the depth correspond-
ing to the range of the primary cosmic radiation at about
40 cm. Although the depth may be greater in a body
of loose structure, attributed to cometary nuclei, even
in this case the probability that a recovered meteorite w'ill
come just from the long exposed layer is very small.

Obviousln the relation to a comet would require
that the exposure occurred in a long-periodic orbit and the
formation of the stream until after a capture into a short-
periodic orbit. A comet-meteorite association does not
agree with the most frequently accepted opinion that
meteorites are asteroidal débris. It is also irreconcilable
with the assumption that cometary nuclei contain only
small mineral particles immersed in an ice of frozen
gases. It must be remembered however, that the orbit
of the Piíbram meteorite essentially differs neither from
the orbits of short-periodic comets nor from the orbits
of photographic meteors believed to be of cometary ori-
gin. Whipple's comet-asteroid criterion (1954), applied to
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the meteorite, yields K : "1- 0'10. The possibility of the
lunar origin of the PÍíbram meteorite has already been
discussed by Stauffer and Urey (1962) who reject it just
with regard to its eccentric orbit.

It is seen that it is very diffiicult to reconcile the cos-
mic-ray age of the PÍíbram meteorite with its generic
relation to the o Leonid stream. Nevertheless, a chance
association of the orbits is also improbable, as was cle-
arly demonstrated by the orbital criteria. Only further
efforts at obtaining accurate meteorite orbits, comparing
them with those of meteor streams, and determining
the exposure ages of the meteorites concerned, may
settle the problem with ultimate validity. A dependable
explanation ofthe generic association between the o Le-
onids and Piíbram would be of considerable interest
for the general problem of the origin ofmeteorites. Ir-
respectively of the process of formation of the stream
it would contradict to the opinion of Mason (1960) that
chondritic meteorites have always been independent and
individual objects.
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